We study the range of Higgs masses predicted by High-Scale Supersymmetry and by Split Supersymmetry, using the matching condition for the Higgs quartic coupling determined by the minimal field content. In the case of Split Supersymmetry, we compute for the first time the complete next-to-leading order corrections, including twoloop renormalization group equations and one loop threshold effects. These corrections reduce the predicted Higgs mass by a few GeV. We investigate the impact of the recent LHC Higgs searches on the scale of supersymmetry breaking. In particular, we show that an upper bound of 127 GeV on the Higgs mass implies an upper bound on the scale of Split Supersymmetry of about 10 8 GeV, while no firm conclusion can yet be drawn for High-Scale Supersymmetry.
Introduction
Supersymmetry is often considered one of the most appealing theoretical ingredients for extending the Standard Model of particle physics. The interest on supersymmetry is based on four main reasons: (i) solution of the naturalness problem, (ii) successful gauge coupling unification, (iii) viable thermal dark matter candidate, (iv) necessary element of string theory.
Only the first three reasons establish a link between supersymmetry and the weak scale while, as far as (iv) is concerned, supersymmetry could be broken at any scale below the Planck mass.
However, it is fair to say that only (i) provides a firm reason to believe that supersymmetry should be discovered at the LHC. Points (ii) and (iii), although linking supersymmetry to the weak scale, do not necessarily guarantee discoveries at the LHC. Indeed, gauge coupling unification, being only logarithmically sensitive to the supersymmetric mass scale, is consistent (and actually even more successful) with superparticles in the multi-TeV range. Thermal dark matter can be obtained with higgsinos as heavy as 1 TeV or winos of 2.7 TeV [1] , without setting any constraint on new colored particles. As a result, both gauge coupling unification and dark matter can be successfully obtained in many simple supersymmetric schemes that do not predict any new particles within reach of the LHC.
Naturalness has been for long a guiding principle for constructing theories beyond the Standard Model. Given the remarkable successes of our understanding of the particle world in terms of effective theories, naturalness looks like a very plausible lead in the search for new physics. Nonetheless, the naturalness criterion represents only a valid theoretical argument, but not a logical necessity. The rising degree of fine tuning present in supersymmetric models [2] , the difficulty in dealing with the cosmological constant, and the theoretical exploration of the multiverse have all contributed in creating a certain amount of skepticism among physicists about naturalness arguments.
A drastic departure from the conventional paradigm is given by the interesting possibility of Split Supersymmetry [3, 4, 5] , in which one retains the motivations in (ii)-(iv), but abandons (i). As a result of an approximate R-symmetry or of an accidental symmetry arising from the pattern of supersymmetry breaking (as in the case of D-term breaking), dimension-2 operators corresponding to scalar masses are generated at a high scale, while dimension-3 operators for higgsino and gaugino masses, and for trilinear A-terms have only weak-scale size. Lacking the strong constraint from naturalness, there is no guarantee that Split Supersymmetry will be discovered at the LHC, even if it is indeed realized in nature. The chance of discovery are tied to the existence of gluinos lighter than 2.5-3.0 TeV or of charginos and neutralinos below several hundreds of GeV. Unification and dark matter do not necessarily favor this situation.
An even more extreme option is using only (iv) as guidance, surrendering any link between supersymmetry and the weak scale. We have in mind a situation in which all supersymmetric partners have roughly equal masses at a high scalem. We will refer to this case as High-Scale Supersymmetry. Naively it may seem that High-Scale Supersymmetry, although interesting in the context of quantum gravity and string theory, has absolutely no chance of being probed at collider experiments. This is not necessarily the case.
Measurements of the Higgs mass can provide quite useful information on a putative high scale of supersymmetry breaking or set strong constraints on its existence. Let us consider the case in which, below the scalem, the effective theory contains only the Standard Model degrees of freedom (for High-Scale Supersymmetry) or additional fermions (for Split Supersymmetry) needed for gauge coupling unification and dark matter. The information about the matching with a full supersymmetric theory is encoded in the Higgs quartic coupling. Thus a measurement of the Higgs mass can probe the existence of supersymmetry, even if the symmetry is broken at a high scale.
In this paper we perform a detailed analysis of the Higgs mass predictions in models with a high scale of supersymmetry breaking, discussing the sources of theoretical uncertainties. Previous results for the case of Split Supersymmetry were presented in ref. [3, 4, 5, 6] and, more recently, in ref. [7] . The case of High-Scale Supersymmetry was studied in ref. [8] .
• In section 2 we present the full next-to-leading order analysis, including the two-loop calculation of the Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) for the couplings of Split Supersymmetry and the one-loop threshold effects. The two-loop calculation of the RGE for the Higgs quartic coupling has already been presented in ref. [6] . Our result disagrees with ref. [6] for a few terms and, more importantly, we extend the calculation to the RGE of the top Yukawa and the gaugino-higgsino-Higgs couplings, which are needed for a consistent two-loop prediction of the Higgs mass. We find that the most sizable twoloop contribution to the Higgs mass comes from the newly calculated top Yukawa RGE, rather than from the Higgs quartic coupling. For High-Scale Supersymmetry we study how the Higgs mass prediction changes as the supersymmetry breaking mass is varied, including threshold effects.
• In section 3 we present the one loop matching conditions at the high scale.
• In section 4 we summarize the one loop matching conditions at the high scale due to SM particles and, in the case of Split Supersymmetry, to the gauginos and higgsinos.
In section 5 we present our results.
RGE at two loops
In the case of Split Supersymmetry, the RGE have been computed up to two-loop order in ref. [4] for the gauge couplings and in ref. [6] for the Higgs quartic coupling. We have recalculated these RGE and collected them in appendix A. Our result disagrees with ref. [6] , as we find different coefficients for the terms of order λg Of course the full set of RGE, and not only the RGE for the Higgs quartic coupling, is needed to get a consistent result for the Higgs mass prediction at a given order in perturbation theory. Here we have computed the RGE for the third-generation Yukawa couplings g t , g b , g τ and for the 'split' Yukawa-like gaugino couplingsg 1u ,g 1d ,g 2u ,g 2d , defined by the interactions
where σ a are the Pauli matrices. These couplings satisfy the matching conditions at the scalẽ m:g
The complete set of two-loop RGE for the coupling constants of Split Supersymmetry using MS regularization is presented in appendix A. We find that the dominant 2 loop correction to the predicted Higgs mass comes from the RGE for the top quark Yukawa coupling, eq. (40), rather than from the RGE for the quartic Higgs coupling, eq. (47). g 
The upper line in eq. (7) is the conversion factor from DR to MS scheme, which modifies the tree-level relation of eq. (5) even in the supersymmetric limit. The other lines describe the threshold corrections, computed using the DR scheme, from Yukawa contributions of the scalar partners of the top quark (second line); from stop mixing (third line); from the heavy Higgses (fourth line); from the gauge contribution of squarks and leptons (fifth line). Finally, the term δ λ is the contribution from gauginos and higgsinos, which must be included at the high scale only in the case of High-Scale Supersymmetry. For Split Supersymmetry such term is present at the weak scale. The explicit expression ofδ λ is given later in eq. (25).
Here g t = m t /v is the top Yukawa coupling, X t = (A t − µ cot β) 2 /m Q m U is the stop mixing parameter, and
where the functions are normalized such that
t correction is maximized for X t 6 with a mild dependence on the ratio of the two stop masses (which, for simplicity, is set equal to 1). So, for nearly degenerate squarks, the largest threshold correction comes from the stop sector and
In the case of Split Supersymmetry the threshold correction in eq. (10) is completely negligible because the soft parameters A t and µ are both of the order of the weak scale, and thus
. We can then take δλ max (m) = 0, rather than the value given in eq. (10) . Extra contributions to the matching conditions of the Higgs quartic coupling in Split Supersymmetry were considered in ref. [9] . As shown in ref. [8] , the impact on the Higgs mass of the threshold correction in eq. (10) is fairly negligible for values ofm around the GUT scale. This happens because of two effects: g t at the GUT scale is about half its low-energy value and the renormalization flow of λ has a focusing effect: its value at the weak scale is dominated by RGE corrections not much above the weak scale, where g t is larger. Nevertheless, the effect of δλ is important for our analysis because here we are interested in studying the Higgs mass prediction for any value of the supersymmetry-breaking scale, and not only form around the GUT scale. For instance we find that the correction to λ(m) in eq. (10) increases the Higgs mass by only 0.5 GeV for m = 10 15 GeV, but the effect grows to 6 GeV whenm = 10 5 GeV.
In the case of Split Supersymmetry we also need the gaugino couplings renormalized in the MS scheme at them scale [10] : An example of an effect of the first kind is given by right-handed neutrinos with mass M , which affect the running between M andm. This will be discussed in sect. 5. Concerning the second issue, let us consider for example a heavy singlet superfield N coupled to the two Higgs doublets with superpotential and supersymmetry breaking interactions given by
where all mass parameters M , m, A, B are of the order ofm. In this case we find that the matching condition in eq. (6) is shifted by an amount
Potentially this is a large effect that can invalidate our analysis based on the simplest supersymmetric matching condition. Note that the correction in eq. (14) can be either positive or negative, and therefore can modify both the upper and lower bounds in eq. (6). The effect of eq. (14) is important especially for moderate values of tan β. However, an analogously sizable shift δλ in the large tan β region can be obtained if the Higgs doublets are coupled to new heavy weak triplet superfields (T andT ) with a superpotential
Moreover, important corrections to eq. (5) are also present if the Higgs doublets are charged under some new gauge forces present at the high scalem.
One could also imagine more unconventional scenarios in which the matching condition of the Higgs quartic at the scalem does not respect eq. (5). For instance note that, once we assume that supersymmetry is broken at a very high scale, the existence of an R-parity, or of other kinds of matter parities, is no longer a necessary requirement. Indeed, the familiar accidental symmetries of the SM (baryon number, lepton number, lepton flavor...) are automatically present at low energy.
One possibility is that the high-energy theory contains no Higgs superfield and that a single linear combination of the three families of sleptons remains light (as a result of an unnatural fine tuning) playing the role of the low-energy Higgs doublet scalar field. In this case both the charged lepton and neutrino masses could be generated by the same term in the superpotential
At tree level the model predicts the following mass matrices for charged leptons and neutrinos
where M 2 is the mass of the superheavy gaugino, which creates a seesaw effect. Other heavy fields and interactions are needed to generate a realistic low-energy mass spectrum. Indeed, the lepton L i aligned with v i remains massless and, at tree level, only its corresponding neutrino gets a mass term. The down-quark mass matrix could be generated by the superpotential
other sources are needed to generate the up-quark mass matrix. Another possibility is matter-Higgs unification in E 6 . With supersymmetry at the weak scale, the minimal E 6 model involves three generations of 27 i for matter and two pairs of 27 ⊕ 27 for the Higgses. The latter are no longer necessary if sparticles are heavy enough: the SM can be the low energy limit of an E 6 theory with just three 27 i chiral superfields (that unify all SM fermions and Higgses) and superpotential
The scalar singlets in
can get vevs, breaking E 6 → SO(10) → SU(5). To perform the breaking to the SM group at perturbative 4d level an additional adjoint 78 superfield is needed. This cannot have any renormalizable interaction, but it can couple to the 27's at non-renormalizable level, giving SU(5)-breaking fermion masses. The low-energy Higgs can reside in the 9 different weak doublets of the model (3 for each generation) and be light as a result of an unnatural fine tuning. The 10 − 3 real parameters in the symmetric matrix λ ijk , together with the 8 parameters that describe where the light Higgs doublet resides, can fit the observed fermion mass matrices. In theories of this kind, the prediction for the Higgs mass is drastically changed.
In this paper we will work under the assumption that unknown heavy particles do not strongly couple to the Higgs doublets and that the matching condition at the scalem is given by eq. (5), with possible corrections coming solely from ordinary supersymmetric particles, as described by eq. (7). It should be noted that effects from unknown heavy particles become irrelevant whenever their supersymmetric mass is much larger than the supersymmetry-breaking mass. This can be observed also in the example of eq. (14), since δλ rapidly becomes small if M m, A, B.
Matching at the weak scale
Consistency of the next-to-leading order calculation requires the inclusion of the one-loop threshold effects at the weak scale. At one loop order, the pole Higgs and top masses (m h and m t ) are related to the Higgs quartic coupling λ(Q) and top quark Yukawa coupling g t (Q) renormalized at the MS scale Q as:
where
GeV is extracted from the Fermi constant for muon decay, G F . Here δ λ [11] and δ t [12] are the well-known corrections due to SM particles
where ξ = m 
The correctionsδ λ andδ t are due to the supersymmetric fermions at the weak scale. They are present in the case of Split Supersymmetry but should not be not included in the case of High-Scale Supersymmetry. These corrections have been computed in ref. [6, 15] in terms of neutralino and chargino mixing matrices. Here we give the analytic expressions valid in the limit in which the gaugino and higgsino masses are larger than the Higgs mass, M 1 , M 2 , µ m h (actually the expressions are already accurate for M 1 , M 2 , µ ∼ m t ):
.
Here r 1 = M 1 /µ, r 2 = M 2 /µ, and the functions f, g, f i are defined in appendix B. All these function are normalized such that they are equal to 1 when their arguments equal 1. The first terms in eqs. (24) and (25) These correspond to the Split Supersymmetry contribution to the RGE of g t and λ respectively, see eq. (36), such that the dependence on the renormalization scale Q cancels out at leading one loop order. The threshold corrections to the gauge couplings g are well known. If one wants to apply the RGE of Split Supersymmetry from a low-energy matching scale Q up tom one needs to employ
In the following we will fix the following unified spectrum of gauginos and higgsinos
5 Results Figure 1 shows the values of the Higgs quartic coupling λ renormalized at a given high-energy scalem, as functions ofm (horizontal axis) and m h (vertical axis). The plane is divided in various regions:
• The yellow middle region marked as "Metastable" corresponds to λ < 0 at the high scale, such that the electroweak vacuum is unstable, although its decay rate is smaller than the age of the universe [16] .
• The lower red region marked as "Unstable" corresponds to large and negative values of λ at the high scale, which trigger an exceedingly fast vacuum decay [16] .
• The upper red region marked as "Non-perturbative" corresponds to a large Higgs coupling violating the requirement of perturbativity. This region has already been completely excluded by recent LHC data on Higgs searches. In the case of Split Supersymmetry there is a partial overlap between these regions shown in fig. 1 because the RGE involve the gaugino couplings which depend on the unknown parameter tan β. Therefore m h does not uniquely determine the RG trajectory of the Higgs quartic coupling λ belowm. The regions described so far have no connection with the identification ofm with the supersymmetry breaking scale. In this paper we are mostly interested in the last region:
• The green region covers the range of m h andm allowed by High-Scale Supersymmetry (left panel) and Split Supersymmetry (right panel), as determined by eq. (6). In the case of High-Scale Supersymmetry, the boundary is computed both including (dashed line) and ignoring (dotted line) the finite threshold correction of eq. (10).
In fig. 2 eq. (28), and computed the thresholds at the high scale assuming degenerate sparticles at the scalem and (in the case of High Scale Supersymmetry) maximal stop mixing.
Next we want to study the uncertainty in the Higgs mass prediction due to the errors in m t and α 3 . In fig. 3 we show the allowed ranges for m h as functions ofm, taking into account experimental uncertainties: the boundaries at tan β = 1 and at large tan β are computed varying α 3 (black bands) and m t (colored bands) by ±1σ. The largest uncertainty comes from the measurement of m t and corresponds to a 1-σ error in m h of about 1-1.5 GeV, depending onm and tan β. We assume maximal stop mixing in the case of High Scale Supersymmetry at large tan β, and zero stop mixing otherwise. Of course, the unknown sparticle mass spectra provide extra uncontrollable uncertainties.
Finally we study the effect of the couplings needed to generate neutrino masses. We assume type-I see-saw and fix the largest right-handed neutrino Yukawa coupling to its "minimal" value, g ν = √ m atm M /v, where M is the right-handed neutrino mass and m atm ≈ 0.06 eV is the light neutrino mass renormalized at M . Taking into account its RGE effects at two loops, we find that, form > M , the predicted Higgs mass in High-Scale Supersymmetry increases as shown in fig. 4 . The effect is roughly equivalent to the following correction to the high-energy 
which is irrelevant if M < ∼ 10 14 GeV.
Implications of present Higgs searches at the LHC

Recent data from ATLAS and CMS provide a 99% CL upper bound on the SM Higgs mass of 128
GeV and a hint in favor of a Higgs mass in the 124−126 GeV range [17] . The main implications for the scale of supersymmetry breaking can be read from fig. 3 and are more precisely studied in fig. 5 , where we perform a fit taking into account the experimental uncertainties on the top mass and the strong coupling. The scale of Split Supersymmetry is constrained to be below a few 10 8 GeV. This implies a significant upper bound on the gluino lifetime [18] τg In the case of High-Scale Supersymmetry, the absolute upper bound on the scale of supersymmetry breaking strongly depends on precise determinations of the SM parameters, especially m h and m t . Supersymmetry at the weak scale can reproduce the Higgs mass favored by the preliminary ATLAS and CMS analyses provided that tan β is large, that stops are in hundreds of GeV to TeV range and are strongly mixed. On the other hand, supersymmetry at the Planck scale can reproduce the Higgs mass too, provided that m h lies in the upper part of the favored range, that tan β is very close to 1, that the stop mixing parameter X t is negligible, and that the top mass is about 2 standard deviations below its best-fit value (possible with a strong coupling somewhat above its central value). However, for moderate or large values on tan β, the scale of supersymmetry breaking is severely constrained also in the case of High-Scale Supersymmetry, as shown in fig. 5 .
Conclusions
In this paper we computed the range of Higgs masses determined by matching the quartic Higgs coupling to its supersymmetric value at a very large energy scalem. We assumed that the matching condition is precisely given by eq. (5), with the possible addition of the correction in eq. (10) . This assumption relies on the absence of new large Higgs couplings at the highenergy scale and it can be violated in models with additional singlet or weak triplet chiral superfields or in models where the SM fermions reside in the same supermultiplet as the Higgs boson, realizing a matter-Higgs unification. We have considered two scenarios: 1) the particle content below the scalem is described by the SM (High-Scale Supersymmetry) or 2) the particle content belowm is described by the SM plus the supersymmetric fermions needed for dark matter and gauge coupling unification (Split Supersymmetry). In the latter case we presented a new full next-to-leading order analysis, computing the complete RGE at two loops and the one-loop threshold corrections. These effects reduce the predicted Higgs mass by a few GeV with respect to the one-loop result.
It is interesting that the measurement of the Higgs mass can give information on the possible presence of supersymmetry even at energy scales too high to have any chance to be directly tested at colliders. We studied the implications of a Higgs mass in the range 124 − 126 GeV recently favored by the ATLAS and CMS experiments. Our results are summarized in fig. 5 . We can already infer that the scale of Split Supersymmetry must bem < ∼ 10 8 GeV (unless sparticles threshold corrections are large), while information on High-Scale Supersymmetry is not yet conclusive. Improved measurements of m h and m t , together with higher-order computations of the weak scale thresholds, will be crucial to extract important information on the scale of supersymmetry breaking.
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A Renormalization Group Equations
The RGE up to two-loop order have been presented in ref. [19] for a generic gauge field theory. We write the generic Lagrangian in terms of vectors V A , real scalars φ a , and Weyl fermions ψ i as:
The gauge covariant derivatives are
In our notation the generators θ A (for scalars) and t A (for fermions) contain the coupling constant, e.g. t A = g 2 σ A /2 for a SU(2) doublet. Note that the Yukawa and quartic couplings are written in components and satisfy gauge invariance relations such as
Using these results we produced a code that, for any given generic Lagrangian, derives RGE equations up to two-loop order. We corrected a few problems present in ref. [19] , already described in [20] . Unlike [19, 20] , we define C AB = f ACD f BCD and
These objects satisfy well-known relations demanded by group theory that were used in [19, 20] to write results in terms of group invariants, assuming a simple Lie group. Avoiding such simplifications, we obtain a unique set of compact generic formulae not restricted to simple Lie groups. For example, in the SM, V A describes the 1 + 3 + 8 vectors; one generation of fermions is described by 15 ψ i and the Higgs doublet H is described as a 4 component scalar φ a . We write the RGE for each coupling g i present in the theory, in the MS scheme, as
Specializing to the case of Split Supersymmetry, the relevant coupling constants g i include the gauge couplings (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ), the third-generation Yukawa couplings (g t , g b , g τ ), the gaugino couplings (g 1d ,g 1u , g 2d ,g 2u ), and the Higgs quartic (λ). At one loop we recover the results of [4] for the β functions of Split Supersymmetry, which are given by
(36a)
(36c) (38) 
The two-loop β functions for the third-generation Yukawa couplings are The two-loop RGE for λ has been previously computed in ref. [6] . We agree on all terms but the ones proportional to g 6 2 , to λg 4 2 , and to g 4 2 g 2 1 .
B Thresholds at the weak scale
The functions that enter the SM weak threshold corrections to the Higgs mass are: 
where c W = cos θ W , s W = sin θ W , ξ = m 2
